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Ren Zhiyuan looked at the cute little spirit energy pig and curled his lips in disdain. He waved his hand 

and the spirit energy python pounced towards the spirit energy pig. Everyone felt that there was no 

suspense. The spirit energy pig would definitely be swallowed by the Python. Yun Chujiu’s 

materialization of spirit energy was not even as good as the purple needle from before. Including Yun 

Chujiu herself, no one had confidence in the spiritual energy piglet. The reason why Yun Chujiu 

summoned the spiritual energy piglet was to attract attention and stall for time. However, something 

unexpected happened! Just when the spiritual energy Python opened its bloody mouth to swallow the 

spiritual energy piglet, the spiritual energy piglet actually jumped onto the back of the spiritual energy 

Python and then took a bite at the head of the spiritual energy python. Although the Spirit Energy 

Python kept rolling, the Spirit Energy Piglet’s four little hooves firmly grabbed the body of the spirit 

energy python, and took a bite! In less than ten breaths, the spirit energy python was completely eaten 

by the spirit energy piglet, and then the spirit energy piglet pounced on Ren Zhiyuan. Ren Zhiyuan was 

dumbfounded! What the hell was this thing? ! He originally thought that it was a piglet that didn’t have 

much ability, but why did it look so agile? Could it be that the little girl had already learned a high-level 

materialized technique? ! How was this possible? ! She was barely able to learn an intermediate 

materialized technique, eh? That’s not right, wasn’t she at the fifth level of the spirit sect? How could 

she know an intermediate materialized technique at the level of a spirit saint? Ren Zhiyuan felt that his 

brain was a little lacking. In just a moment of distraction, the spirit energy piglet had already pounced in 

front of him and bit down on his throat! Ren Zhiyuan hurriedly dodged to the side, but the spirit energy 

piglet still bit his left shoulder. In an instant, his left shoulder became a bloody mess. Moreover, what 

was even more surprising was that according to common sense, after a physical spirit energy attack, it 

would basically dissipate. However, not only did the spirit energy piglet not dissipate, it became even 

fiercer and pounced on Ren Zhiyuan again. Ren Zhiyuan dodged while summoning another spiritual 

power python to pounce towards the spiritual power piglet. After that, there was no ‘after’, because the 

spiritual power piglet once again ate the spiritual power python, and then it became even fiercer.., it 

seemed that its body size had become a little bigger. Everyone was shocked to have an epiphany! F * ck! 

This spiritual power piglet could actually devour the opponent’s spiritual power to delay its death time! 

This was too heaven-defying! How was this possible? ! There had never been anyone who could 

materialize something like this. In the course of the battle, wouldn’t it be a great advantage? After Ren 

Zhiyuan’s shock, he simply took the treasured sword and slashed at the spirit energy piglet. An even 

more devastating thing happened! The Spirit Energy Piglet actually wanted to eat the treasured sword. 

Fortunately, Ren Zhiyuan’s sword was a spirit tool, so the piglet couldn’t bite it. Then, it suddenly turned 

around and pounced on another guard! That guard was watching the show with a dumbfounded look. 

He never dreamed that the materialized spirit energy would suddenly change its target. The spirit 

energy piglet bit his throat, and he died just like that! Everyone only felt that the piglet had turned into a 

spirit! Fortunately, the spirit energy piglet also exhausted its spirit energy and disappeared. Not to 

mention the others, even Yun chujiu herself was dumbfounded. When the little piglet gave up on biting 

the sword, Yun chujiu only muttered subconsciously, “You stupid pig, don’t you know how to bite the 

person next to you?”? Then, she saw the little piglet really bite the guard next to it! 



 


